1. Source: "Building the Digital Platform: Insights from the 2016 Gartner CIO Agenda Report," Gartner, 2016 Essential to achieving a new economics of IT Legacy environments were never designed to meet the demands of today's stakeholders. They don't capitalize on the new technologies that are disrupting the business environment.
innovation that the digital business requires. That means IT modernization is essential for any company that hopes to transform itself into a digital business.
Avanade helps clients understand and implement The New Economics of IT, which uses modern IT approaches to maximize digital transformations. Achieving a new economics of IT requires a hard look at, and thorough makeover of, the IT environmentincluding applications, infrastructure and workplace.
Getting there from here
The type of journey you take to a modernized IT environment depends on factors including what your environment looks like today and what challenges you need to confront in order to modernize.
Most companies start out from a legacy or conventional IT IT that adds risk and cost to the business -such as unsupported or non-strategic hardware or software. The conventional IT environment typically includes some legacy business agility -and even some components for innovation. The modernized IT environment is the destination for the company seeking to implement a digital transformation. Its technologies, tools and approaches not only add value to the business, but also empower innovation to meet the many demands of stakeholders and to help the company thrive in an increasingly competitive and resource-challenged environment.
The building blocks of IT modernization
IT modernization is a holistic process that touches on every aspect of the IT environment. But that can be an enormous and intimidating prospect, so let's break it down into three manageable components that every company should consider: application, infrastructure and workplace modernization.
Application modernization -For your applications to perform applications that are quickly assembled, delivered as-a-service, highly reliable, and easy to maintain and update.
Infrastructure modernization -Modernized applications typically drive the modernization of the infrastructure. Achieving the speed, scalability and reliability that you want from your applications depends on modernizing legacy infrastructure into
Workplace modernization -Your transition to a digital business will increasingly demand that you empower employees with connected collaboration tools to work smarter. Modernizing your truly digital workplace that makes empowerment possible. Once you update or replace the workplace tools, you can then proceed to transform the business processes that use them. 
Point of View

Achieving application modernization
It's likely that business applications in the legacy environment were requirements moves to the digital age.
We've seen companies move their applications onto updated on-premises systems or lift-and-shift them to the cloud using infrastructure-as-a-service -both of which constitute more conventional IT options. This helps to the extent that the new platform is more scalable and less risky. But it's also like moving the same old car into a fancier garage -nothing essential has changed, so the gains are modest.
Platform-as-a-service can in some cases cut application delivery 2 , giving IT teams even more ability to innovate, experiment, and create differentiated value and competitive advantage.
DevOps and agile are two practices that contribute to these gains. Gartner says they are proving as disruptive to IT as lean was to manufacturing in the 1980s 4 .
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